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Welcome to My Website




My latest book, ‘Human Caused Global Warming. The Biggest Deception in History’ is an abbreviated, illustrated, version for those overwhelmed by the science. Its production was triggered by the exploitation of the fact that 80 percent of the population are arts oriented.



Romanian Television Interviews

The seven episodes resulted from a project by Science TV producer Cristian Muresanu from Romania. He began looking at the global warming issue and realized that the people of Romania were only hearing the official Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) view sanctioned by their government.

Earlier this year I was invited to an interview for a documentary about global warming. I accepted the invitation from producer Luke Dillard and covered my own expenses for a one day filming and interview session in Austin, Texas. It involved making a powerpoint presentation, with questions throughout, that lasted over six hours. Luke then interviewed many others and put together the documentary you can view here. After my interview my only input was providing a list of people who he might want to interview.





Resorts hotels in Montreal









8.6Great341 reviews


Hotel




Le Dauphin Montreal Centre-VilleCanada, Montreal





220US$

















“When we allow science to become political then we are lost. We will enter the internet version of the Dark Ages, an era of stifling fears and wild prejudices, transmitted to people who don’t know any better.”



Michael Crichton.


“When people learn no tools of judgment and merely follow their hopes, the seeds of political manipulation are sown.”



Stephen Jay Gould


Do not believe in anything simply because you have heard it.
Do not believe in anything simply because it is spoken and rumoured by many.
Do not believe in anything simply because it is found written in your religious books.
Do not believe in anything merely on the authority of your teachers and elders.
Do not believe in traditions because they have been handed down for many generations.
But after observation and analysis, when you find that anything agrees with reason and is conducive to the good and benefit of one and all, then accept it and live up to it.



Hindu Prince Gautama Siddharta

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

This website is committed to helping people understand the world and the way it works. Lack of understanding allows those with a political agenda to exploit people. This was the case with the necessary new paradigm of environmentalism as Gould’s comment anticipated. Without understanding natural processes you can’t identify human induced changes. You are vulnerable to the claim that all natural changes are unnatural, which is occurring daily in the mainstream media.

Education was always about indoctrinating children to think the way the powerful in society wanted. This was done openly and primarily centered on a religious belief. Now the indoctrination is denied because they claim education is not about religion. In fact, it is about the new religion of environmentalism that is being used to create equally, if not more indoctrinated, young minds. Few parents have any idea what their children are learning in the schools. It is not the wide ranging, free thinking, investigative experience they think.

One way this is apparent is in the movement of young people through the education system. Historically they entered university and challenged the prevailing wisdoms. Now they come fully indoctrinated with environmentalism that ignores facts, manufactures false information and blames humans for everything. It is significant that challenges come from much older people who know and understand the fallacies. Everyone knows that information is power, but it’s exploitation of power that has allowed a few to control and manipulate people.

Throughout my career I’ve worked to help people learn and understand climate and how it changes. The contradiction amused me when I was dubbed a climate change denier. So much information in today’s world is couched in jargon or terminology alien to most. This is expanding with the change from generalist to specialist understanding. It means abandonment of general rules and even forbids generalizations. The chances of understanding are diminished as each specialist only knows one small piece of any complex system.

Climatology is a generalist discipline in a world of specialization. Even a basic understanding requires integration of almost everything from cosmic radiation from space to volcanic heat on the bottom of the ocean and everything in between. It is almost impossible to leave anything out as those who try to produce simulations through climate models understand or ignore depending upon their objective.

Knowledge is valuable but only if it improves the human condition. As a consequence, beyond understanding the generalist nature of climate I am especially interested in how it affects all aspects of human existence. This website will examine a wide variety of topics about the way the environment affects humans and the way humans affect the environment. We’re in an information revolution because the Internet is democratizing information.

Great leaders grasp the potential, both positive and negative. President Eisenhower did this about the Internet in this excerpt from his January 17, 1961 Farewell Address;


“Akin to, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in our industrial-military posture, has been the technological revolution during recent decades.
In this revolution, research has become central, it also becomes more formalized, complex, and costly. A steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Federal government.
Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of scientists in laboratories and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free ideas and scientific discovery, has experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, a government contract becomes virtually a substitute for intellectual curiosity. For every old blackboard there are now hundreds of new electronic computers.
The prospect of domination of the nation’s scholars by Federal employment, project allocations, and the power of money is ever present – and is gravely to be regarded.”



Tim B.

	
"There is something fascinating about science. One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture out of such trifling investment of facts." Mark Twain




 

Montreal

What are the best 5-star hotels in Montreal?

If you are searching for a luxury stay in Montreal, we offer you 9 properties to choose from. Vogue Hotel Montreal Downtown rated 8.6/10 offers a casino, cots and children's menu, as well as luxury, air-conditioned and classic rooms with an in-room safe, cable channels and a trouser press. Other favourite options are Sofitel Montreal Golden Mile, Hotel Le St. James Montreal and Four Seasons Hotel Montreal. 5-star hotels in Montreal, Canada





Popular hotels in Montreal










8.4Great594 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Chrome Montreal Centre-VilleCanada, Montreal





61US$







8.0Great99 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Park Avenue MontrealCanada, Montreal





44US$







8.4Great180 reviews


Hostel




Samesun Montreal CentralCanada, Montreal





24US$







8.2Great120 reviews


Hotel




Quality Inn And Suites Montreal EastCanada, Montreal





85US$







8.6Great62 reviews


Hotel




Residence Inn By Marriott Montreal Airport DorvalCanada, Dorval





146US$







8.4Great313 reviews


Hotel




Ambrose House & Cafe - Self Check-In Guesthouse MontrealCanada, Montreal





63US$







8.4Great95 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Champ De Mars MontrealCanada, Montreal





67US$







8.4Great315 reviews


Inn




Hotel & Spa Carre Saint-Louis MontrealCanada, Montreal





140US$







8.4Great526 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Viger MontrealCanada, Montreal





60US$







8.6Great172 reviews


Hotel




Springhill Suites By Marriott Old MontrealCanada, Montreal





168US$







8.2Great243 reviews


Hotel




Manoir Sherbrooke MontrealCanada, Montreal





91US$







8.4Great137 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Chateau De L'Argoat MontrealCanada, Montreal





110US$







8.4Great357 reviews


Hotel




Lelux Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





59US$







8.6Great101 reviews


Hostel




Auberge Du Plateau MontrealCanada, Montreal





29US$







8.0Great63 reviews


Hotel




Zum Auberge D'Ete - Universite De MontrealCanada, Montreal





61US$




















Pets hotels in Montreal










8.4Great520 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Espresso Montreal Centre-Ville / DowntownCanada, Montreal





86US$







8.4Great606 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Faubourg Montreal Centre-Ville DowntownCanada, Montreal





114US$







8.6Great165 reviews


Hotel




Hotel10 MontrealCanada, Montreal





124US$







8.4Great90 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Alt MontrealCanada, Montreal





136US$







8.6Great261 reviews


Hotel




Le Centre Sheraton Montreal HotelCanada, Montreal





162US$







8.4Great56 reviews


Hotel




W Montreal HotelCanada, Montreal





366US$







8.6Great640 reviews


Hotel




L'Appartement Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





98US$







8.4Great329 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Saint-Laurent MontrealCanada, Montreal





87US$







8.6Great128 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Gault MontrealCanada, Montreal





165US$







8.6Great177 reviews


Hotel




Saint-Sulpice Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





150US$

















What are the top family-friendly hotels in Montreal?

Based on 2272 travellers' reviews, there are 13 child-friendly deals to choose from. Auberge Les Bons Matins rated 8.6/10 is a perfect option set a 10-minute walk from Windsor train station. Providing concierge service, a business centre and a Jacuzzi, this hotel offers rooms from 58US$ per night. You also can book Hotel Montreal Metropolitain (rating: 7.4/10) for about 117US$ per night. This child-friendly property offers a business centre, porter service and a solarium on site. All Montreal family hotels here





5 stars hotels in Montreal










8.4Great218 reviews


Hotel




Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth MontrealCanada, Montreal





198US$







8.4Great115 reviews


Hotel




The Ritz-Carlton, Montreal HotelCanada, Montreal





469US$







8.2Great68 reviews


Hotel




Le Mount Stephen Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





263US$







8.8Great60 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Le St. James MontrealCanada, Montreal





320US$







8.4Great129 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Birks MontrealCanada, Montreal





241US$







8.6Great254 reviews


Hotel




Sofitel Montreal Golden Mile HotelCanada, Montreal





168US$







8.4Great54 reviews


Hotel




Four Seasons Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





526US$







8.4Great151 reviews


Hotel




Warwick Le Crystal - Montreal HotelCanada, Montreal





226US$




















Hotels with pool in Montreal










8.4Great274 reviews


Hotel




Holiday Inn Montreal Centre Ville Downtown, An Ihg HotelCanada, Montreal





86US$







8.6Great649 reviews


Hotel




Hilton Garden Inn Montreal Centre-VilleCanada, Montreal





115US$







8.6Great227 reviews


Hotel




Montreal Marriott Chateau ChamplainCanada, Montreal





206US$







8.6Great957 reviews


Hotel




La Tour Belvedѐre Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





57US$







8.4Great152 reviews


Hotel




Quality Hotel DorvalCanada, Dorval





114US$







8.6Great703 reviews


Hotel




Le Square Phillips Hotel & Suites MontrealCanada, Montreal





132US$







8.6Great883 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Le Cantlie Suites MontrealCanada, Montreal





162US$







8.6Great548 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Universel MontrealCanada, Montreal





147US$







8.4Great390 reviews


Hotel




Le Nouvel Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





125US$







8.4Great75 reviews


Hotel




William Gray By Gray Collection Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





212US$

















Which boutique hotels in Montreal would you recommend?

More than 245 reviews of our travellers may help to find the best Montreal boutique hotel. Offering housekeeping and trip arrangements, Hotel Auberge Manoir Ville Marie rated 7.2/10 is a modern Montreal hotel with prices from 30US$ per night. It is located 2.5 km from Saint Denis Street. See all boutique hotels in Montreal, Canada





4 stars hotels in Montreal










8.6Great64 reviews


Hotel




Courtyard By Marriott Montreal Airport Hotel DorvalCanada, Dorval





205US$







8.2Great60 reviews


Hotel




Hilton Garden Inn Montreal Airport DorvalCanada, Dorval





133US$







8.2Great74 reviews


Hotel




Armon Plaza Montreal Airpt, Trademark Collection By WyndhamCanada, Montreal





132US$







8.6Great410 reviews


Hotel




Le St-Martin Hotel Centre-Ville - Hotel Particulier MontrealCanada, Montreal





139US$







8.6Great164 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Kutuma MontrealCanada, Montreal





112US$







8.4Great205 reviews


Hotel




Residence Inn By Marriott Montreal WestmountCanada, Montreal





133US$







8.4Great183 reviews


Hotel




Residence Inn By Marriott Montreal DowntownCanada, Montreal





105US$







8.2Great76 reviews


Hotel




Renaissance Montreal Downtown HotelCanada, Montreal





176US$







8.2Great189 reviews


Hotel




Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites - Montreal Centre-Ville Ouest, An Ihg HotelCanada, Montreal





138US$







8.2Great74 reviews


Hotel




Empire Suites MontrealCanada, Montreal





114US$




















Best boutique hotels in Montreal










8.6Great473 reviews


Hotel




Embassy Suites By Hilton - MontrealCanada, Montreal





132US$







8.6Great1071 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Zero 1 MontrealCanada, Montreal





84US$







8.4Great154 reviews


Hotel




Le Westin Montreal HotelCanada, Montreal





169US$







8.4Great366 reviews


Aparthotel




Loft Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





86US$







8.2Great70 reviews


Hotel




Sens Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





107US$







8.4Great1257 reviews


Hotel




Travelodge By Wyndham Montreal CentreCanada, Montreal





171US$







8.6Great242 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Place D'Armes MontrealCanada, Montreal





157US$







8.6Great764 reviews


Hotel




Hyatt Place Montreal - DowntownCanada, Montreal





131US$







8.4Great604 reviews


Hotel




Hotel De Paris MontrealCanada, Montreal





40US$







8.4Great304 reviews


Hotel




Intercontinental Montreal, An Ihg HotelCanada, Montreal





120US$

















What are the top cheap hotels in Montreal?

Choose the best budget accommodation among 48 deals in Montreal. Le Chabrol Hotel & Suites with a rating 7.6/10 is a 3-star hotel with 24 hour front desk assistance, ironing and housekeeping. Travellers like this accommodation for its air-conditioned and non-smoking rooms and a first-class service. It offers rooms from 30US$ per night. Another recommended hotel is Manoir Sherbrooke with rating 7.4/10 at the cost of 128US$ per night. It offers cable channels, complimentary WiFi and a cable TV in the rooms. Other options to stay on the cheap include Hotel Villa, Best Western Plus Montreal East and All Suites Majestique Downtown. All cheap hotels in Montreal, Canada





3 stars hotels in Montreal










8.0Great32 reviews


Hotel




Four Points By Sheraton Montreal Centre-VilleCanada, Montreal





86US$







8.6Great241 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Montreal AirportCanada, Montreal





103US$







8.6Great464 reviews


Hotel




Fairfield Inn By Marriott Montreal DowntownCanada, Montreal





68US$







8.4Great225 reviews


Hotel




Terrasse Royale Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





100US$







8.4Great139 reviews


Aparthotel




Trylon Appartements Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





79US$







8.4Great90 reviews


Hostel




Alt Hostel MontrealCanada, Montreal





29US$







8.6Great141 reviews


Inn




Auberge De La Fontaine MontrealCanada, Montreal





113US$







8.4Great179 reviews


Hotel




Auberge Le Pomerol MontrealCanada, Montreal





97US$







8.4Great81 reviews


Inn




Hotel Epik MontrealCanada, Montreal





139US$







8.4Great135 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Newstar MontrealCanada, Montreal





60US$




















Best luxury hotels in Montreal










8.8Great537 reviews


Hotel




Delta Hotels By Marriott MontrealCanada, Montreal





136US$







8.6Great557 reviews


Hotel




Best Western Ville-Marie Hotel & Suites MontrealCanada, Montreal





100US$







8.4Great262 reviews


Hostel




M Montreal HostelCanada, Montreal





27US$







8.6Great181 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Bonaparte MontrealCanada, Montreal





123US$







8.4Great191 reviews


Hotel




Chateau Versailles MontrealCanada, Montreal





235US$







8.4Great172 reviews


Hostel




Auberge Saintlo Montreal HostelCanada, Montreal





28US$







8.6Great189 reviews


Hotel




Hotel De L'Ithq MontrealCanada, Montreal





169US$







8.4Great208 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Monville MontrealCanada, Montreal





228US$

















What are the most popular hotels in Downtown Montreal district?

Choose your perfect property among 6 hotels in Downtown Montreal district. One of the finest options in Downtown Montreal district is La Loggia Art B&B for 88US$ per night, located 2.6 km from The Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. Another good hotel is Hotel Mini for 118US$ per night with a balcony, complimentary wireless internet and WiFi in the rooms. Hotel Bonaventure rated 9.0/10 is a hotel located a 15-minute walk from the city centre. Downtown Montreal hotels here





Spa hotels in Montreal










8.6Great199 reviews


Hotel




Hotel St Paul MontrealCanada, Montreal





163US$







8.4Great552 reviews


Hotel




Best Western Plus Montreal Downtown- Hotel EuropaCanada, Montreal





221US$







8.6Great235 reviews


Hotel




Omni Mont-Royal Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





158US$







8.4Great154 reviews


Hotel




Courtyard By Marriott Montreal Downtown HotelCanada, Montreal





130US$







8.6Great383 reviews


Inn




Auberge Du Vieux Port By Gray Collection MontrealCanada, Montreal





283US$







8.6Great141 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Le Germain MontrealCanada, Montreal





204US$







8.4Great245 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Ruby Foo'S MontrealCanada, Montreal





118US$







8.4Great185 reviews


Hotel




Novotel Montreal Aeroport DorvalCanada, Dorval





101US$







8.4Great493 reviews


Hotel




Auberge Royal Versailles MontrealCanada, Montreal





145US$







8.6Great484 reviews


Hotel




Lhotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





195US$




















Best budget hotels in Montreal










8.4Great439 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Saint-Andre MontrealCanada, Montreal





61US$







8.4Great506 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Abri Du Voyageur MontrealCanada, Montreal





73US$







8.0Great354 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Y De MontrealCanada, Montreal





38US$







8.4Great385 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Quartier Des Spectacles MontrealCanada, Montreal





42US$







8.6Great616 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Les Suites Labelle MontrealCanada, Montreal





77US$







8.2Great75 reviews


Motel




Hotel Le Chablis Cadillac MontrealCanada, Montreal





123US$







8.2Great48 reviews


Motel




Motel Saint-Jacques MontrealCanada, Montreal



53US$







8.2Great497 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Quartier Latin MontrealCanada, Montreal





74US$







8.6Great534 reviews


Hotel




Hotel St-Denis MontrealCanada, Montreal





74US$







8.4Great122 reviews


Motel




Auberge St. Jacques MontrealCanada, Montreal





88US$

















What are the best accommodations with easy access to Notre-Dame Basilica?

According to 16181 travellers' reviews, Hotel Nelligan (rating: 8.8/10) is one of the best Montreal options set a 10-minute walk from Notre-Dame Basilica. Each comfortable, non-smoking and air-conditioned room has a balcony, a dining area and air conditioning. You may also book Doubletree By Hilton Montreal with a rating 7.6/10 for about 172US$ per night. It's set 0.9 km from the attraction and offers shuttle service, concierge service and 24-hour front desk. More hotels in Montreal near Notre-Dame Basilica





Family hotels in Montreal










8.4Great175 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Des Arts MontrealCanada, Montreal





67US$







8.4Great220 reviews


Hotel




Holiday Inn & Suites Montreal Airport DorvalCanada, Dorval





109US$







8.2Great475 reviews


Hotel




Celebrities Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





26US$







8.4Great173 reviews


Hotel




Le Petit Hotel St Paul By Gray Collection MontrealCanada, Montreal





176US$







8.4Great363 reviews


Hotel




Hotel Le Roberval MontrealCanada, Montreal





100US$







8.2Great321 reviews


Hotel




Ramada Plaza By Wyndham Montreal HotelCanada, Montreal





72US$







8.4Great986 reviews


Hotel




Comfort Suites Downtown MontrealCanada, Montreal





94US$







8.2Great600 reviews


Hotel




Econo Lodge MontrealCanada, Montreal





125US$







8.6Great528 reviews


Hotel




Novotel Montreal CenterCanada, Montreal





172US$







8.4Great281 reviews


Hotel




Best Western Plus Hotel MontrealCanada, Montreal





115US$
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